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Abstract. Radio and X-ray observations of shocks in young supernova remnants (SNRs) reveal
electron acceleration to non-thermal, ultra-relativistic energies (∼ 10−100 TeV). This acceleration
is usually assumed to happen via the diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) mechanism. However,
the way in which electrons are initially energized or ‘injected’ into this acceleration process is an
open question and the main focus of this work. We present our study of electron acceleration in non-
relativistic shocks using 2D and 3D particle-in-cell (PIC)plasma simulations. Our simulations show
that significant non-thermal acceleration happens due to the growth of oblique whistler waves in the
foot of quasi-perpendicular shocks. The obtained electronenergy distributions show power law tails
with spectral indices up toα ∼ 3−4. Also, the maximum energies of the accelerated particles are
consistent with the electron Larmor radii being comparableto that of the ions, indicating potential
injection into the subsequent DSA process. This injection mechanism requires the shock waves to
have fairly low Alfvénic Mach numbers,MA< 20, which is consistent with the theoretical conditions
for the growth of whistler waves in the shock foot (MA < (mi/me)

1/2). Thus, if this mechanism is the
only robust electron injection process at work in SNR shocks, then SNRs that display non-thermal
emission must have significantly amplified upstream magnetic fields. Such field amplification is
likely achieved by accelerated ions in these environments,so electron and ion acceleration in SNR
shocks must be interconnected.

Keywords: acceleration of particles - shock waves - cosmic rays - plasmas
PACS: 91.30.Mv, 94.20.wc, 98.38.Mz, 98.70.Sa

INTRODUCTION

Non-thermal electron acceleration is believed to be a universal feature of non-relativistic
collisionless shocks. For instance, radio and X-ray observations of supernova remnants
(SNRs) show synchrotron radiation produced by relativistic, non-thermal electrons ac-
celerated in their forward shocks [e.g. 1, 2, 3].

Despite its ubiquity, the actual mechanism for shock acceleration of electrons is still
a mystery. The diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) mechanism is the most accepted
theory for particle acceleration in shocks [4, 5, 6, 7]. Thistheory assumes that particles
are scattered by MHD turbulence both in the upstream and downstream regions of the
shock. Under these conditions, particles move diffusivelyin the shock vicinity, gaining
energy through many crossings of the shock. However, in order to be able to cross the
shock many times, the particles need to have Larmor radii that are larger than the shock
width, which is controlled by the typical ion Larmor radius.This is the still unresolved
“injection problem" of the DSA theory, which is particularly stringent for electrons due
to their small Larmor radii.
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Several methods have been applied to studying electron acceleration in non-
relativistic shocks. One approach, typically used in the context of low Alfvénic
Mach number (MA) shocks, uses test particle electrons moving in electromagnetic fields
pre-determined from hybrid simulations (where ions are modeled as kinetic particles and
electrons as a massless fluid). For instance, [8] showed thatelectrons can be energized
due to repeated shock crossings as they move along pre-existing, large-scale magnetic
fluctuations in perpendicular shocks. Although in principle these mechanisms may
contribute significant electron energization in non-relativistic shocks, they still require a
population of electrons that are somehow injected upstreamwith energies significantly
above thermal. Understanding the origin of these particlesrequires self-consistent
kinetic calculations based on particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

PIC simulations have been used by several authors to study the electron acceleration
problem in non-relativistic shocks [e.g., 9, 10, 11]. For instance, using two-dimensional
PIC simulations, [10] showed that efficient electron acceleration (with spectral index
α = 2-2.5) can happen in a perpendicular,MA = 14 shock due to “shock surfing" of
electrons on electrostatic waves from Buneman instability excited at the leading edge of
the shock foot. These simulations were done for relatively low mass ratios (mi/me= 25)
and for a particular geometry of the magnetic field (strictlyout of the plane of the
simulation). In this work we consider this mechanism, and clarify its dependence on
different shock parameters.

In this work we study the injection of non-thermal electronsin quasi-perpendicular
shocks, using two- and three-dimensional PIC simulations.We systematically test
different regimes for the shock velocity,vsh, the plasma magnetization (quantified in
MA), the ion to electron mass ratiomi/me, and the angle between the shock normal
and the ambient magnetic field,θBn. We show that the presence of oblique whistler
waves in the shock foot does lead to significant electron acceleration with spectral index
α ≈ 3−4. This acceleration appears to prefer small values of theMA/(mi/me)

1/2 ratio,
and requiresθBn 6= 90◦. These two conditions likely explain why this effect was not
seen by previous PIC studies of this problem, where strictlyperpendicular shocks with
fairly low mass ratios were used.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin describing the basic structure of quasi-
perpendicular shocks, and showing the non-thermal spectrum obtained in one of our
simulations. Then, we describe the physics of the injectionmechanism, and identify the
physical regime where the acceleration is expected to be most efficient.

SIMULATIONS SETUP

We use the electromagnetic PIC code TRISTAN-MP [12, 13] in twoand three dimen-
sions1. A shock wave is produced by reflecting a cold high-speed electron-ion plasma
off a conducting wall. The shock forms due to the interactionbetween the incoming

1 In both two- and three-dimensional simulations the three components of particle velocities and electro-
magnetic fields are tracked.
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TABLE 1. We list the electron skin depthc/ωp,e in terms of number of grid cells,
the transverse size of the simulation box in terms ofc/ωp,e, the beta parameter of the
different plasma particlesβ j (≡ p j/B2

0/8π, wherep j is the pressure of particle “j"),
the upstream medium shock velocity,vsh, the Alfvénic Mach number,MA, the angle
between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal,θBn, the ion to electron
mass ratio,mi/me, and the total number of particles per cell,Nppc, in the simulation.

Run c/ωp,e Ly/(c/ωp,e) βe = βi vsh/c MA θBn mi/me Nppc

2D-1 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 90◦ 400 100
2D-2 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 80◦ 400 100
2D-3 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 400 100
2D-4 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 70◦ 400 100
2D-5 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 60◦ 400 100
2D-6 10 102 0.5 0.14 7 45◦ 400 100
2D-7 15 34 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 25 100
2D-8 10 77 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 100 100
2D-9 10 102 5×10−2 0.14 7 75◦ 1600 10
2D-10 10 102 1×10−2 0.14 3.5 75◦ 25 10
2D-11 10 102 1×10−2 0.14 3.5 75◦ 100 10
2D-12 10 102 1×10−2 0.14 3.5 75◦ 400 10
2D-13 10 102 1×10−2 0.14 3.5 75◦ 1600 10
2D-14 10 102 0.2 0.14 14 60◦ 25 10
2D-15 10 102 0.2 0.14 14 60◦ 100 10
2D-16 10 102 0.2 0.14 14 60◦ 400 10
2D-17 10 102 0.2 0.14 14 60◦ 1600 10
2D-18 15 34 5×10−3 0.042 7 75◦ 25 100
2D-19 15 51 5×10−3 0.042 7 75◦ 100 32
2D-20 10 77 5×10−3 0.042 7 75◦ 400 65

and reflected beams and propagates away from the wall along the x−direction. The
incoming plasma carries a uniform magnetic field,~B0, forming an angleθBn with the
shock normal (which coincides with thex−axis). The shocked plasma stays at rest
with respect to the box, so the simulation is done in the downstream frame. In two
dimensions the simulation box consists of a rectangle in thexy plane with periodic
boundary conditions in they−direction.

We ran a series of two- and three-dimensional simulations toexplore different shock
regimes. The run parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.The most relevant
physical parameters of the simulations are: the angle between~B0 andn̂, θBn, the shock
velocity, vsh, the shock Mach number,MA (≡ vsh/vA, wherevA is the Alfvén velocity
in the upstream medium, defined asvA ≡ B0/

√
4πρ , with ρ being the upstream plasma

mass density), and the ion to electron mass ratiomi/me. The numerical value of the
speed of light is set to 0.45 cells/time step in all the runs. In the two-dimensional runs
presented in the main part of the paper,~B0 is always in the plane of the simulation (xy
plane).
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TABLE 2. We list the electron skin depthc/ωp,e in terms of number of grid cells,
the transverse size of the simulation box in terms ofc/ωp,e, the beta parameter of the
different plasma particlesβ j (≡ p j/B2

0/8π, wherep j is the pressure of particle “j"), the
upstream medium shock velocity,vsh, the Alfvénic Mach number,MA, the angle between
the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal,θBn, the ion to electron mass ratio,
mi/me, and the total number of particles per cell,Nppc, in the simulation.

Run c/ωp,e Ly×Lz/(c/ωp,e)
2 βe = βi vsh/c MA θBn mi/me Nppc

3D-1 5 26×3 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 25 100
3D-2 5 77×3 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 100 25
3D-3 5 51×3 0.5 0.14 7 75◦ 400 50

SHOCK STRUCTURE

In this section we describe the basic features of the shock, focusing on one of our shock
simulations where significant acceleration is observed. Weuse the two-dimensional
run 2D-3, with vsh/c = 0.14 (as seen from the upstream medium),vA/c = 1/50,
mi/me = 400,MA = 7, andθBn = 75◦ (the other parameters are specified in Table 1).
Quasi-perpendicular shocks are characterized by the presence of a so-called shock foot
in front of the shock ramp. The foot is defined by the existenceof a beam of ions
reflected by the shock, whose bulk velocity in the upstream frame is close tovsh and has
comparablex andz components. This region covers a distance comparable to theion
Larmor radius,RL,i (calculated with the upstream magnetic fieldB0).

An important feature of the shock foot is the presence of oblique electromagnetic
waves that grow on scales of∼ 10 c/ωp,e, forming an angle of∼ 45◦ with the shock
normal. These waves can be seen in panelsa)− c) of the left column of Figure 1 (for
instance, betweenx = 200 and 240c/ωp,e), which show the electric field along the
x−direction,Ex. We can see from the right column of Figure 1 that these waves grow
right in front of the shock density jump. Also, the oblique modes have a right-handed
circular polarization, and their phase velocity is comparable to the speed of the shock.
All these features allow them to be identified as electron whistler waves propagating
obliquely with respect to the background magnetic field.

The whistler waves have been studied in the context of shock structure evolution,
using one- and two- dimensional PIC simulations, as well as hybrid codes [see 15,
for a study using both methods]. These studies show that shock reformation can be
suppressed by the excitation of the whistlers, but do not report significant non-thermal
electron acceleration associated with these waves.

The exact generation mechanism of these whistlers is still subject to debate. One
candidate mechanism is the so-called modified two-stream instability (MTSI), driven
by the relative cross-field velocity between the electrons and the ions in the foot of the
shocks [16, 17, 18]. Since in quasi-perpendicular shocks a significant fraction of the ions
are reflected into the upstream, the MTSI can be driven by the relative motion between
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FIGURE 1. The electric field along ˆx, Ex (left column), and the ion density,ni/ni,0 (right column), for
the two-dimensional run 2D-3 (MA = 7, vsh = 0.14c, θBn = 75◦, andmi/me = 400). Panelsa), b), and
c) correspond to timestωp,e = 1950, 3370, and 4840. The field is normalized in terms ofE0 ≡ B0vin/c,
wherevin is the speed at which the upstream plasma is injected, as seenfrom the downstream medium
(for run 2D-3,vin = 0.1c), and the ion density is normalized in terms of the upstream ion density,ni,0. On
top of each panel, the trajectory of an accelerated electronis tracked by the black line, with the yellow and
red circles marking the initial and final time of each trajectory. The black circle, marks the time of each
field snapshot. Figure adapted from Figures 5 and 6 of [14] (Reproduced by permission of the AAS).

electrons and either the incoming or reflected ions. These two possibilities are usually
referred to as MTSI1 and MTSI2, respectively. The analytic dispersion relation calcula-
tions show that the MTSI1 and MTSI2 will grow if cos(θ) > 4(1− r)MA/(mi/me)

1/2

and cos(θ) > 4rMA/(mi/me)
1/2, respectively, whereθ is the angle between the mag-

netic field and the wave vector of the waves, andr is the fraction of reflected ions, with
typical values ofr ∼ 0.2 [17]. Independently of which of these two varieties of the MTSI
is more dominant, these conditions show that the smaller is the ratioMA/(mi/me)

1/2

the larger is the range ofθ where the excitation of whistler waves in the foot of shocks
would be possible.

Another possibility for whistler generation is that these waves can be an intrinsic
component of oblique quasi-perpendicular shocks. Indeed,[19] proposed an analytical
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model for the structure of these shocks where the shock ramp is treated as a nonlinear
whistler wave. This model shows that ifMA < Mw ≡ |cos(θBn)|(

√

mi/me)
1/2/2, where

θBn is the angle between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field, ~B0, the
shock precursor would contain a stationary whistler wave train. If Mw is exceeded,
these whistler waves would become non-linear and would be rather confined to the
shock ramp. But ifMA > Mnw ≡ |cos(θBn)|(

√

mi/me)
1/2/21/2 a stationary solution

for the shock structure would no longer be possible, which would set the condition for
shock reformation. In particular for Run 2D-3 (θ ≈ 30◦ andθBn = 75◦) the condition
for the whistler generation due to the MTSI (in any of its two varieties) appears to
be less stringent than for the model proposed by [19]. This isin general the case for
the simulations presented in this paper. But, even for runs where cos(θBn) > cos(θ),
the growth of whistler waves in the foot of quasi-perpendicular shocks appears to be
favored for small values of theMA/(mi/me)

1/2 ratio.

ELECTRON SPECTRUM

As an example of the energy spectra obtained in our simulations, Figure 2 shows the
downstream electron energy spectrum for the same simulation 2D-3 described above.
We see that the energy distribution (black line) shows a high-energy power law tail with
spectral indexα ≃ 3.6 (for comparison a Maxwellian distribution correspondingto the
downstream electron temperature, plus a power law distribution are shown in dashed
line). Also, the downstream ion spectrum is depicted by the grey line. These spectra
show an incomplete ion thermalization, and essentially no ion acceleration, with only
a small, exponentially decreasing bump at energies a few times above thermal. Notice
that the downstream electron temperature is close to the mean kinetic energy of the
ions (for mi/me = 400), implying energy equilibration between both species.Finally,
the maximum Lorentz factor of the electrons (Γe ≃ 50) is consistent with the electron
Larmor radii being comparable to that of the ions, i.e.,Γe≈ vsh(mi/me)/c. This indicates
potential injection into the subsequent DSA process (the vertical dotted line marks the
energy at which non-thermal electrons get Larmor radii comparable to that of the ions).

THE PHYSICS OF ACCELERATION

In this section we describe the process that gives rise to theelectron energization,
focusing on run 2D-3. As an example, the trajectory of one of the non-thermal electrons
in run 2D-3 is overplotted in Figure 1 at three different times. We see that, both at
tωp,e = 1950 andtωpe = 3370, the electron moves right in front of the shock density
jump. In these regions, non-linear whistler waves are amplified as can be seen in panels
a) andb) of the left column in Figure 1 (notice that in these regionsEx can reach values
of ∼ 10E0, whereE0 ≡ B0vsh/c, vsh is the shock velocity, andB0 is the initial upstream
magnetic field). A detailed analysis of thermal electrons energy evolution shows that
the initial energization happens through successive scatterings by the whistler waves.
Also, this initial energy gain occurs mainly due to the work performed by the elec-
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FIGURE 2. The downstream energy spectra for electrons and ions (blackand grey lines, respectively)
are shown for the shock downstream region of run 2D-3 (MA = 7, vsh= 0.14c, θBn = 75◦, andmi/me =
400). The thermal and power law tail fits are shown in dashed lines. The vertical dotted line marks the
electron Lorentz factor corresponding to equal electron and ion Larmor radii (Γe = (mi/me)(vsh/c)).
Figure adapted from Figure 13 of [14] (Reproduced by permission of the AAS).

tric field component parallel to the magnetic field. Indeed, the whistler waves have a
non-negligible electric field component along the magneticfield direction. This parallel
electric field can be explained by the obliquity of the waves with respect to the initial
magnetic field. If the wavevector of the whistlers form an angle θ with ~B0, the projection
of whistler electric field on~B0 must have a magnitude∼ sin(θ)|~E|.

In the final stage of the process, the acceleration behaves asfast Fermi acceleration
where the shock acts as a magnetic mirror, energizing the electrons due to the electric
field component perpendicular to the magnetic field. This canbe seen in thec) panels
of Figure 1, where the depicted trajectory shows how the electron jumps from the shock
foot to the downstream medium a couple of times. Further details on the physics of
electron acceleration are given in [14].

ELECTRON ACCELERATION REGIME

In this section we explain the relevant simulation parameters for electron injection.
These results are based on a series of simulations, which aredescribed in Tables 1 and
2.

Angle θBn Dependence

The angleθBn is important because it regulates the ability of the accelerated electrons
to stay in the foot region without escaping into the upstreammedium or being advected
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into the shock downstream region. Indeed, the energy gain due to the~E component
parallel to~B (apart from dominating the initial electron energization)allows the particles
to move along the magnetic field lines. Then, if an electron velocity along~B0 becomes
larger thanvsh/cos(θBn), it will be possible for the particle to move along the ˆn-direction
faster than the shock. When this happens, the electron will beable to stay in the shock
foot for a longer time, increasing its chances to be further scattered by the whistlers
waves. This implies that havingθBn< 90◦ is an important component in the acceleration
process. Indeed, most of our simulations reach the hardest electron spectrum with
θBn ≈ 75◦. For θBn < 75◦ the softer spectra can be explained by the less efficient
confinement of the particles to the shock vicinity. A quasi-perpendicular configuration
keeps the electrons close to the shock, not allowing them to easily escape upstream.
From that perspective, it is reasonable to think that the most efficient acceleration will
happen when cos(θBn) is just large enough to allow the electrons to move atvsh in the
+x− direction, with decreasing efficiency for larger values of cos(θBn).

Mass Ratio/Alfvénic Mach number Dependence

Apart from the angle dependence, we found that the relevant parameter for electron
acceleration appears to be the ratioMA/(mi/me)

1/2. Indeed, for simulations that only
differ in their ion to electron mass ratiomi/me, the spectral index tends to harden as
the mi/me grows from 25 to 1600. This trend is confirmed forMA = 3.5, 7, and 14.
On the other hand, simulations that only differ in their Alfvénic Mach numbers also
show a progressive hardening of their spectra asMA is reduced from 14 to 3.5. This
mass ratio/Alfvénic Mach number dependence of the acceleration is consistent with
theoretical arguments suggesting that the growth of whistler waves in the foot of quasi-
perpendicular shocks would be favored whenMA < (mi/me)

1/2. Although the physics
of this whistler excitation is still a subject of debate, this condition appears to hold
independently of whether the whistlers are generated by theMTSI [16, 17, 18], or if
they are just explained as an intrinsic component of the structure of quasi-perpendicular
shocks [19].

Shock Velocity (In)Dependence

Finally, the dependence of electron acceleration on shock velocityvsh was also tested
using shock velocitiesvsh= 0.14c and 0.042c, with no variations found in the electron
energy spectra.

This independence onvsh can be explained as follows. The acceleration of electrons
needs essentially two conditions: 1) the shock needs to be able to excite whistler waves
in the foot, which translates into the conditionMA < (mi/me)

1/2, and 2) the accelerated
electrons need to stay in the shock foot for a time long enoughto increase their chances
of being scattered by the whistler waves. The second requirement explains why the
efficiency of the acceleration drops substantially whenθBn= 90◦. Given that the growth
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of whistler waves does not depend on the shock velocity,vsh, the weak dependence of
the acceleration onvsh implies that the ability of the accelerated electrons to stay in the
shock foot is also independent ofvsh. We can verify this point as follows. The initial
electron energization is driven by the electric field of the whistler waves (in particular,
its component parallel to the magnetic field). This electricfield has a typical length scale
of ∼ 10c/ωp,e and a maximum amplitude of∼ 10E0 (whereE0 ≡ B0vsh/c). Thus, the
energy gain in each scattering will be given by∼ 100eE0 c/ωp,e. Therefore, an electron
that moves along~B0 with that energy, will havex−velocity larger than the shock velocity
if 100 eE0 c/ωp,ecos(θBn)

2 > mev2
sh, which implies 100cos(θBn)

2 > MA/(mi/me)
1/2.

We can see that this condition is independent of the shock velocity, and confirms thatθBn

and theMA/(mi/me)
1/2 ratio are the crucial parameters for the acceleration mechanism.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the problem of electron acceleration in non-relativistic electron-
ion shocks, using two- and three-dimensional PIC simulations. By systematically ex-
ploring the space of shock parameters, and using realistic ion to electron mass ratios,
we identify a new acceleration mechanism, that is able to accelerate electrons starting
from fairly low temperatures. Thus, it constitutes a possible candidate to solve the well
known electron “injection problem" of the diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) theory.

This injection mechanism is most efficient in quasi-perpendicular shocks, withθBn<
90◦, and whereMA < (mi/me)

1/2. The hardest spectrum in our simulation has power-law
spectral indexα ≈ 3.6, and the maximum electron energy that we measure is consistent
with the electron Larmor radiiRL,e being comparable to that of the ionsRL,i, as can
be verified from Figure 2, where we plot the downstream spectrum of electrons for run
2D-3 (MA = 7, vsh= 0.14c, θBn = 75◦, andmi/me = 400).

From the observational viewpoint, our results are consistent with in-situ electron
spectrum measurements in the Earth’s bow shock, in which typically MA ≈ 5− 10.
For instance, [20] reported on spectrum measurements performed on the International
Sun-Earth Explorer (ISEE) 1 and 2 spacecraft, showing that non-thermal electrons
are commonly found in the downstream medium of the quasi-perpendicular portions
of the shock, but are rarely observed in the quasi-parallel portions. They also found
typical spectral indices ofα ≈ 3−4, with the power-law part of the spectrum extending
smoothly out of the thermal part of the distribution, which is essentially what we observe
in our simulations. Similar results were more recently reported by [21], using data from
the Geotail spacecraft. We emphasize, however, that the application of our results to the
Earth’s bow shock measurements is based on simulations withvsh= 0.14c and 0.042c,
which are a factor of at least∼ 100 larger than the shock velocities typically found in the
solar system. This extrapolation is made due to the finding that the crucial parameters
for the acceleration due to whistlers areMA andθBn, with the shock velocity dependence
being much weaker. This extrapolation remains to be confirmed by shock simulations
with orders of magnitude smallervsh (or vA).

In the context of electron acceleration in SNR shocks, we canconfirm the potential
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importance of this injection mechanism by estimating the Alfvénic Mach number nec-
essary to explain the typical fraction of particles injected into the DSA process,ηin j .
According to the modeling of broadband observations of SNRs,ηin j ranges between
∼ 10−4, for magnetic fields amplified only by shock compression (B ∼ 17µG), and
∼ 10−6, for significant magnetic amplification consistent with recent X-ray observations
(B∼ 130µG) [see, for example, 22]. Also, in order to be injected, the particles need to
have Larmor radii close to the size of the shock transition region, whose characteristic
scale corresponds to the Larmor radii of the ions. Thus, we can estimate the maximum
slope of the non-thermal part of the spectrum necessary to satisfy these requirements. If
we assume that the normalization of the non-thermal spectrum is such that the power law
tail dominates for energies very close to the peak of the thermal distribution (which is
approximately what we see in our simulations), we get that the necessary spectral index
should satisfy

α ≈ 1− log(ηin j)/ log(c/vsh). (1)

Thus, for a typical shock velocity ofvsh = 3000 km/s, andηin j = 10−6, we get that
α ≈ 4. Given the trend in the electron power-law spectral index in our simulations, we
obtained that, for realistic mass ratios (mi/me = 1600), the maximum Mach number
that would giveα < 4 corresponds toMA = 14. This estimate shows that the injection
mechanism presented in this paper is a viable solution to theinjection of electrons
into the DSA mechanism in SNR shocks only if the Alfvénic Machnumber is smaller
than∼ 20. This result implies that significant magnetic field amplification must occur
in the upstream region of SNR shocks. Indeed, if the upstreamfield is not amplified,
the typical Alfvénic Mach number for SNR shocks would be∼ 300, for a shock with
vsh = 3000 km/s propagating in ani = 1 cm−3 plasma with a 3µG ISM field. This
is interesting considering that significant magnetic amplification in SNR shocks based
on X-ray observations has been recently reported [23, 24]. These observations show
the existence of thin, non-thermal rims, which are interpreted as synchrotron emission
by TeV electrons accelerated at the shocks. The rapid variability and thinness of the
rims (which depend on the synchrotron cooling time of the electrons) have allowed to
estimate the strength of the field, suggesting downstream amplitudes∼ 100 times larger
than typically expected in the ISM of the Galaxy. This implies an amplification factor
of the upstream field of∼ 25, considering that the field compression at the shock itself
would contribute an extra factor of∼ 4 to the total downstream field growth, making
it possible to haveMA < 20 in these shocks. Also, there are theoretical reasons to
believe that this field growth could happen in the upstream medium of the shocks, due
to streaming instabilities driven by cosmic rays (CRs) as theyget accelerated in these
environments [25, 26, 27, 28].

TheMA < 20 condition for electron injection is also supported by a recent PIC study
of a two-dimensional, perpendicular shock with in-plane magnetic field and parameters:
MA ≈ 130,vin = 0.25c, andmi/me= 30 [29]. This study showed the absence of electron
acceleration and whistler waves in the foot of the shock. Indeed, the shock foot is
dominated by the Weibel instability, which plays a fundamental role in the formation
of the shock itself. Although the strict perpendicularity of the shock (θBn = 90◦) may
contribute to reducing the electron acceleration, we believe that the suppression of the
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whistler waves in this low magnetization shock would make electron injection unlikely
for any value ofθBn.

Thus, this result reinforces the idea of very large magneticamplification associated
with the synchrotron rims seen by the X-ray observations of SNRs. It is important to
emphasize that in this paper we have concentrated only on theinjection part of the
acceleration process. After the injected electrons reach energies such that they can move
diffusively in the shock vicinity, they would be further accelerated via the DSA up until
the∼ 10− 100 TeV energies inferred from observations. The DSA part ofthe accel-
eration process is not captured in our simulations due to thelack of upstream turbulence.

The results presented in this paper correspond to only a partial exploration of the
space of shock parameters. Studying this problem using realistic mass ratios is compu-
tationally expensive, so testing all the possible combinations of parameters of interest is
complicated and will require further work. For instance, one of our basic assumptions
is that the angleθBn at which the acceleration is maximized has a weak dependenceon
the ion to electron mass ratio. We believe that this assumption needs to be investigated
by performing a more complete exploration of the acceleration efficiency dependence
on θBn and mi/me. In a similar way, the dependence of the acceleration efficiency
on the shock velocityvsh requires further study. We found that, when passing from
vsh= 0.14 to 0.42, the slope of the power law part of the electron spectra for the mass
ratiosmi/me= 25, 100, and 400 does not change significantly. However, thisresult was
obtained only in the case ofθBn= 75o andMA = 7. We think that it would be interesting
to confirm this weak velocity dependence by performing a thorough exploration of
the shock parameter space at lower velocities. Finally, comparing two-dimensional
simulations with analogous three-dimensional runs where the typical whistler length
scale (∼ 10c/ωp,e) is resolved in the third dimension would also be useful to confirm
our results and to enquire about possible additional three-dimensional effects. Although
we do not expect the qualitative picture presented here to change significantly, we
believe that these studies would give us more accuracy in ourestimates of the electron
injection efficiencies as a function of the shock parameters.

With these caveats in mind, in this paper we have identified a new possible mecha-
nism for electron injection into the DSA process in non-relativistic shocks. The obtained
spectra are consistent with in-situ measurements of electron energy distributions at the
Earth’s bow shock. Also, our results would explain the observed electron acceleration
in SNR shocks, implying very large upstream magnetic field amplification in these en-
vironments. Thus, if this mechanism proves to be the only possible solution for electron
injection in non-relativistic blast waves, it would reinforce the inferred strong connection
between particle acceleration and magnetic field amplification in SNR shocks.
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